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Model No. BAESSWB363672
Overview
Bastian Solution’s Stainless Steel Industrial Booth is a cost
effective, robust vessel that allows for the cleaning, painting or
spraying of parts while remaining immune to degradation of
its structure and material. The booth has a utility hook up for the
application of cleaning solution as well as a vent to extract solvents
and steam that could incur during the cleaning, painting or spraying
process. The stainless steel frame will greatly prolong the life of the
product, making it an economical solution and investment. Lighting
installed in the top of the booth allows for sufficient lighting to wash,
inspect or paint products, and the fork truck guides installed on the
bottom make an ease of installation and movement within the
factory. The chamber has stainless steel sides, #2 mill finish, fiber
glass decking (see options) and an exhaust system.

Applications
Cleaning or painting in a controlled environment
Washing of machined parts to degrease and remove oil
Washing of ground and deburred parts to remove metal dust
Recycles wash solution as a green initiative

Benefits

Stainless Steel framework to reduce degradation of booth over
time
Fully welded tank rather than a drip tank
Custom ergonomic requirements to meet customer needs
Easily moveable within factory (fork truck pockets)
Mounts to preexisting cleaning hookups
Vent to extract cleaning solutions
Light installed for ease of vision (see options)
Diversity of use including washing, spraying, painting parts,
inspection or welding
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Features

Adaptable
32 3/8"

ALL HOLES
PLUMBING

Vent
Corrosion resistant booth light (see options)
Fork lift runners
Painted to customer specifications
Utility hookup for cleaning solution installed
Fiber glass lowered deck

54 3/16"
63 3/16"

39 1/2"

6"
64 1/4"
WORK LIGHT

Specifications

G

Overall length 64-1/4”
Booth depth 39”
Overall height approximately 93”
Constructed of 304 stainless steel
Fiberglass chem-grating
18"
Continuous welds in both water tank and exhaust piping
Stainless steel angle iron frame
Second vent to pull steam from top of booth
Gasket to booth-duct joint
Brush seals to prevent steam escaping from crane slot
Tank size capacity: 200 gallons
Drip proof tank cover
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EXPANDED METAL
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60 1/4"
HINGE

32 3/8"

ALL52"
HOLES FOR PLUMBING AND MOUNTING
PLUMBING EQUIPMENT TO BE PROVIDED BY ROLLS-ROYCE

93" OAH
83 15/16"
54 3/16"
63 3/16"

39 1/2"

29 15/16"
4"
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6"
64 1/4"
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Optional Equipment

G
Armstrong steam water mixing station
Adjustable feet for height requirements
Lighting options: swingarms, overhead light, spot light, etc.
Deck options: fiberglass, plastic, teflon, stainless steel
1/4"
White plastic reversible inserts for increased visibility in work60 area
HINGE
and harsh cleaning applications
52"
Extra spray outlets
304 Stainless Steel with polished #4 finish
Custom chamber size
Accomodations for overhead chain hoist
Custom paint color or polished stainless steel
Built in pedastal turn table with perforated stainless steel
Clean out drain plug with chain tether
Levelers for height adaptations
G
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WELDED WATER TIGHT

39 1/8"

EXPANDED METAL

30 1/8"

EXPANDED METAL

5 1/8"

BOLT ON SECTION

93" OAH
83 15/16"

NO ELIMINATOR
HANDLE

29 15/16"
4"

WELDED WATER TIGHT

5"

HINGE
SECTION G-G

5"

